1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

G-quadruplex nucleic acid structure differs from the typical double helix. G-quadruplex is a stable coplanar tetragonal secondary structure of nucleic acids formed by the pairing of four guanine bases via Hoogsteen hydrogen bond. The interaction of four guanines forms a guanine quartet structure, which serves as the structural unit and building block for G-quadruplex structure ([@bib16]; [@bib36]). G-quadruplex structure has multiple conformations, which can be formed by stacking of two, three or more G-quartets ([@bib82]). G-quadruplexes are normally composed of four Gn (n ≥ 2) tracts. According to the strand direction, the G-quadruplex structure can be parallel, anti-parallel and mixed (hybrid of parallel and antiparallel). The conformation of G-quadruplex is affected by many factors, including the number and polarity of nucleotide strands, the type of cations and the binding targets ([@bib57]; [@bib53]). G-quadruplex has several advantages due to its unique structure with increased thermodynamic and chemical stability. Because G-quadruplex structure has twice the negative charge density of double stranded DNA, it can improve its electrostatic interaction with positively charged binding ligands.

Furthermore, various G-quadruplex nucleic acids have been developed to inhibit the proliferation of tumors or to treat diseases ([@bib95]). G-quadruplex has many unique properties in ligands binding ([@bib114]). For example, G-quadruplex DNA under some physiological conditions resembles enzyme catalysis. In the presence of alkali metal ions, guanine rich DNA sequence can fold to a G-quadruplex structure and form a DNAzyme with catalytic activity through π - π interaction with the metalloporphyrin ring ([@bib103]). The porphyrin compound N-methylporphyrin dipropionate IX (NMM) can specifically combine with G-quadruplex to produce strong fluorescence, while the triplet, dimer and single chain do not have this property. It has been reported that the combination of NMM and G-quadruplex can detect metal ions ([@bib54]). G-quadruplex is widely used in biosensors to detect organic molecules ([@bib99]), nucleic acids ([@bib93]), biological enzymes ([@bib104])and metal ions ([@bib32]). In recent years, G-quadruplex based biosensors have been intensively studied. Their main advantages include low detection limit and price, simple operation, fast detection ability and high sensitivity ([@bib27]).

Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19, previously called 2019-nCoV) is a new infectious disease of human beings ([@bib112]). The International Committee on Taxonomy of viruses has named the causative agent of COVID-19, Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) ([@bib128]). COVID-19 disease caused by SARS-CoV-2 is spreading rapidly all over the world and has been declared a global health emergency. Patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 show a wide range of symptoms, including cough, fever, headache, chest tightness and other acute symptoms, or may even die of disease. Asymptomatic or mild cases have also been reported ([@bib101]; [@bib12]). At present, there is no specific vaccine or drug to treat or prevent SARS-CoV-2 infection. Therefore, early diagnosis or detection of SARS-CoV-2 is very important for the prevention and control of the pandemic. Although, several commercial SARS-CoV-2 detection methods have been developed recently, point-of-care testing (POCT) devices are still urgently needed as a result of increasing healthcare pressures for faster turnaround of testing results. It is therefore crucial to develop novel, sensitive biosensors for rapid and specific SARS-CoV-2 detection. G-quadruplex has been shown to inhibit and detect a wide variety of viruses, including severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) ([@bib92]), human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) ([@bib51]), and hepatitis A virus (HAV) ([@bib61]). The G-quadruplex based biosensor is therefore a promising potential tool for SARS-CoV-2 detection.

In this review, we introduce the formation of G-quadruplex structure, and the design and application of G-quadruplex based biosensors. We discuss the current research progress in the development of G-quadruplex biosensors and their potential application in SARS-CoV-2 detection.

2. The structure of G-quadruplex {#sec2}
================================

As a guanine (G) rich sequence, G-quadruplex forms a square plane to arrange four guanine bases ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ). The guanine bases in each plane interact via the Hoogsteen hydrogen bond ([@bib27]). Sequences with the potential to form G-quadruplex have been found in different organisms\' genomes ([@bib28]).Fig. 1The structure of G-quadruplex. The G-quartet, the structural unit of the G-quadruplex, is a square plane formed by connecting four guanines through eight hydrogen bonds. The monovalent cations are in the middle of the G square ([@bib114]).Fig. 1

G-quadruplex can be formed from one, two or four separate strands of DNA (or RNA) with G-rich sequence. Then, the topological structure of G-quadruplexes can be classified into unimolecular, bimolecular and tetramolecular. In general, the intramolecular (unimolecular) G-quadruplex is predicted to form with the sequence of G~(≥2)~N~x~G~(≥2)~N~y~G~(≥2)~N~z~G~(≥2).~ N~x~, N~y~ and N~z~ can be any combination of nucleotides, including G, forming the loops. x, y and z might be different. A loop usually has one to seven nucleotides ([@bib82]). The arrangement and combination of loop sequences affect the stability of folded G-quadruplex ([@bib30]). Two layers are just about sufficient to form a G-quadruplex ([@bib27]). G-quadruplex with two G-tetrads generally exhibit lower stability compared to the one with at least three or more G-tetrads. Unimolecular G-quadruplex with two layers of G-tetrads contains GGN~X~GGN~X~GGN~X~GG sequences ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} A). The most well-known is AS1411 with GGTGGTGGTGGTTGTGGTGGTGGTGG sequence ([@bib75]). The unimolecular G-quadruplex with three G-tetrads is formed by GGGN~X~GGGN~X~GGGN~X~GGG sequences. For example, cancer detection G-quadruplex (T40214) targeting STAT3 is GGGCGGGCGGGCGGGC ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B) ([@bib114]). The unimolecular G-quadruplex can also be formed with more than three G-tetrads ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). Different from unimolecular, bimolecular G-quadruplex is formed by the association of two identical sequences N~x~G~(≥2)~N~y~G~(≥2)~N~z~, where x and z may or may not be zero. Tetramolecular G-quadruplex may be formed by four N~x~G~(≥2)~N~y~ or G~(≥2)~N~x~G~(≥2)~ strands associating together ([@bib27]; [@bib8]).Fig. 2Structure diagram of unimolecular G-quadruplex with two (A), three (B) and four (C) layers of G-tetrads. The loops are highlighted blue. (N~x~: N denotes any of A, G, C, T, or U; 1 \< x \< 7). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)Fig. 2

G-quadruplex structure itself also has a variety of conformations, including antiparallel, parallel and hybrid ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} ). Parallel G-quadruplex is formed by four strands oriented in the same direction ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A, D). Because of the 2′- hydroxy group of ribose in pentose phosphate skeleton, RNA G-quadruplex is more inclined to form a stable, parallel G-quadruplex ([@bib67]). G-quadruplex is described as antiparallel when at least one of the four strands is antiparallel to the others. This type of topology is found in many unimolecular and the majority of bimolecular structures ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B, E) ([@bib78]).Fig. 3The loop of G-quadruplexes. The loops are highlighted blue. The unimolecular G-quadruplex conformations include parallel (A), antiparallel (B) and hybrid (C). The bimolecular G-quadruplex conformations include parallel (D) and antiparallel (E). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)Fig. 3

The formation of the structure depends on the intermediate monovalent cations, such as K^+^ and Na^+^ ([@bib14]). The valence cation enters the middle of two adjacent G-quadruplex structures and combines with eight hydroxyl oxygen atoms of nucleotide. It can neutralize the negative electrostatic potential produced by oxygen atoms in eight guanines. Due to the free energy and radius of cation, G-quadruplex combines more likely with K^+^. The results show that divalent cations also promote the formation of G-quadruplex, but the mechanism is more complex. The stability order of G-quadruplex and divalent cations is Sr^2+^ \> Ba^2+^ \> Ca^2+^ \> Mg^2+^ ([@bib89]). In addition, the ion concentration also affects the stability of G-quadruplex. The transition metal complexes binding with numerous G-quadruplex configurations can also be used to quantitatively detect metal ions ([@bib54]).

In addition to metal ions, temperature, pH and reactive oxygen species (ROS) also affect the stability of G-quadruplex ([@bib99]). Temperature affects the thermodynamic stability, folding and unfolding kinetics of G-quadruplex. The effect of temperature on the stability of the folded structure of G-quadruplex is usually investigated by thermal induced unfolding experiments. Melting temperature (T~m~), a characteristic parameter of G-quadruplex unfolding process, is usually 15--90 °C ([@bib71]; [@bib26]). G-quadruplex with a specific loop can undergo conformational transition when pH changes, which is caused by the rearrangement of bonding modes ([@bib108]). When pH is lower than 3.5, the G-quadruplex structure is completely destroyed, which is due to the destruction of Hoogsteen key by H^+^. When pH is higher than 12, cations are not conducive to the stability and maintenance of G-quadruplex structure, and G-quadruplex conformation is also destroyed ([@bib127]). In the appropriate pH range, G-quadruplex is relatively stable under acidic conditions. pH not only affects the formation of G-quadruplex, but also the binding selectivity of G-quadruplex ([@bib97]). ROS are a byproduct of aerobic cell metabolism leading to irreversible DNA damage. Oxidative stress causes various types of DNA damage, including strand breaks and base modifications ([@bib3]). Guanine bases in the G-quadruplex are sensitive to oxidative damage. A loss of G-quadruplex structure was observed for most oligonucleotides with oxidative damage ([@bib22]). Notably, G-quadruplex structures are more stable in a wider range of temperature and pH than antibodies.

The G-quadruplex sequences are present in promoters, genomes, untranslated regions and the ends of chromosomes (telomeres). As a result of their locations, G-quadruplex is considered to play essential biological roles. To directly visualization and monitoring of G-quadruplex structures in live cells, several *in vivo* G-quadruplex detection methods were developed. Small molecules are able to bind and stabilize the G-quadruplex structures ([@bib4]). Thus, a number of small molecules have been used as probes for tracking the dynamic of G-quadruplex *in vivo*. [@bib87] designed a small fluorescent molecule used as an optical probe for G-quadruplexes. Combing with fluorescence lifetime optical microscopy, this new probe was used to monitor G-quadruplex in living cells. [@bib123] reported a novel fluorescent probe, IMT, for real-time detecting DNA G-quadruplex structure in living cells. [@bib19] reported a G-quadruplex specific fluorescent probe (SiR-PyPDS) for single-molecule and real-time detection of G-quadruplex in living cells, without perturbing the formation and kinetics of G-quadruplex. In addition, visualization and detection of the dynamic folding and unfolding of RNA G-quadruplex in living cells have also attracted great interest ([@bib46]; [@bib11]).

G-quadruplex nucleic acid can be screened by Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment (SELEX) *in vitro* ([@bib121]). Once G-quadruplex DNA structures have been formed, their thermodynamic properties are more stable than that of double stranded DNA. Moreover, the unfolding kinetics of G-quadruplex is much slower than that of DNA or RNA hairpin structures. G-quadruplex structure may hinder DNA and RNA metabolism and formation ([@bib96]; [@bib31]; [@bib83]).

3. G-quadruplex based biosensor {#sec3}
===============================

G-quadruplex can inhibit transcription, translation and DNA replication, and act as a carrier of nanoparticles ([@bib36]). In addition, by converting binding event into detectable signals, G-quadruplex can be used as a probe in the biosensor to detect metal ions, proteins and nucleic acids. Moreover, in the presence of oxygen, G-quadruplex structure has the peroxidase activity, which can catalyze for instance 2,2-diazo-bis (3-ethyl-benzothiazole-6-sulfonic acid) diammonium salt (ABTS) ([@bib49]).

G-quadruplex based biosensor is composed of two parts: one is the recognition element, i.e. the G-quadruplex nucleic acid (DNA or RNA probe) which is used to recognize the target for the test; the other is the converter, which can convert the biological binding activity into the electrical, optical or vibration frequency signals for observation ([@bib73]). G-quadruplex probe displayed highly selective reaction for different G-quadruplex DNA sequences over single stranded DNA (ssDNA), double stranded DNA (dsDNA) and triplex forming oligonucleotides (TFO) ([@bib102]). TFO bind in the major groove of dsDNA with high specificity and affinity ([@bib24]; [@bib43]). As a result, TFO structure can inhibit the binding of sequence specific DNA binding proteins and transcription factors, thus interfering with DNA replication and transcription. The TFO bind to the purine-rich chain of the DNA double strand via Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds. Because of these characteristics, TFO can be used as a diagnostic tool to identify foreign DNA or disease-related mutations ([@bib25]). However, the detection range of G-quadruplex is much wider. In the presence of some targets, the binding capacity of G-quadruplex is stronger than that of ssDNA, dsDNA and TFO. [@bib5] reported that the interaction of fisetin to G-quadruplex DNA is more preferential than dsDNA. The complementary C-rich chains of G-quadruplex can adopt the i-motif structure held together by intercalated C·C^+^ pairs ([@bib74]). I-motif is a four-strands DNA structure, which can form in the sequences rich in cytosine with regulatory functions ([@bib116]). Under the near physiological conditions of pH, temperature and salt concentration, DNA mainly forms double-helix structure. However, G-quadruplex and i-motif are more easily formed at lower pH or at higher temperatures ([@bib76]). G-quadruplex based biosensors have attracted more research interest than those based on i-motif quadruplex DNA. The detection can be realized by the signal change before and after the G-quadruplex binding to the target molecule ([@bib56]). DNA sensors modified to detect metal ions such as Hg^2+^ were reported. Nucleic acid-based biosensors are widely used in molecular diagnosis ([@bib56]), pathology ([@bib9]), toxicology ([@bib13]), and molecular sequencing ([@bib113]). Among those, G-quadruplex based biosensor has also been used for analysis and detection of different targets recently ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} ).Table 1G-quadruplex based biosensor for analysis and detection of different targets.Table 1TargetSequenceDetection methodLimit of DetectionLinear detection rangeRef.Hg^2+^5'-HS-(CH~2~)~6~-TTTGGGTAGGGCGGGTTGGG-3'Surface plasmon resonance20 nmol/L20--200 nmol/L[@bib73]Pb^2+^5′-TCATGGGTGGGTGGGTGGGTGA--NH~2~--3′Electrochemistry3.6 × 10^−14^ mol/L1 × 10^−13^--5 × 10^−11^ mol/L[@bib131]Cu^2+^--Electrochemistry60 fM0.1pM--5.0 nM[@bib107]cholesterol5′-GTGGGTAGGGCGGGTTGG-3′Colorimetry1--30 μmol/L0.10 μmol/L[@bib49]HBV5′--HS--(CH~2~)~6~--TTTCCCTACCCTTGGTGGGCGTTCACGGTGGTCTCTTTGGGTAGGGCGGGTTGGG-3′Electrochemistry0.5 pM10 pM-10 nM[@bib133]S1 nuclease5′-GGGAAAGGGAAAGGGAAAGGG-3′Colorimetry5.2 × 10^−2^ U/mL1 × 10^−1^--1 U/mL[@bib102]thrombin5′-GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-3′Colorimetry15 fM0.05 pM--60 nM[@bib13]H~2~O~2~5′-GGTGGTGGTGGTTGTGGTGGTGGTGG-3′Electrochemistry2.2 mmol/L0.01--1.5 mmol/L[@bib27]lysozyme5′-CGTATCGTATGTTCGTTGGGTAGGGCGGGTTGGG-3′Fluorescence2.6 nM5.0--500 nM[@bib81]prostate specific antigen5′--SH--TTAATCCTCAGCTTATTGGGTAGGGCGGGTTGGGATGTT-3′Photoelectrochemistry1.8 pg/mL0.005--50 ng/mL[@bib118]alpha-fetoprotein5′--SH--CTTAACCCGGGTGGGGAGGGTGGGCCCAA-3′Photoelectrochemistry14.7 pg/mL50 pg/mL--20 ng/mL[@bib60]alkaline phosphatase5′-GGGTAGGGCGGGTTGGGCTTTAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-3′Electrochemistry0.03 U/L0.1--5 U/L[@bib56]

3.1. Electrochemical G-quadruplex biosensor {#sec3.1}
-------------------------------------------

### 3.1.1. Electrochemical G-quadruplex DNA biosensor {#sec3.1.1}

G-quadruplex is widely used in electrochemical DNA biosensors. Compared to the standard DNA biosensor, the label-free electrochemical DNA biosensor does not require labelling of the electroactive substance on the nucleic acid probe ([@bib124]). G-quadruplex acts as a label-free probe molecule in electrochemical DNA biosensor. Compared with common biosensors, the advantages of G-quadruplex based biosensors include high affinity, stability and sensitivity, flexibility in design, low cost and easy regeneration ([@bib123]). G-rich ssDNA can fold into G-quadruplex structure under certain ionic strength ([@bib106]). G-quadruplex structures can specifically interact with different target molecules and are therefore used to detect metal ions ([@bib18]), protein ([@bib62]), biomolecules ([@bib104]), enzymes ([@bib70]) and others.

G-quadruplex is a very stable square plane arrangement of four guanine bases whose formation depends on the intermediate cations ([@bib55]). Pb^2+^ as a common heavy metal ion and non-degradable environmental pollutant is a common target of biosensors. Pb^2+^ can bind to guanine rich nucleic acid, which folds to form strong specific coordination of G-quadruplex. An electrochemical sensor based on G-quadruplex DNA/Pb^2+^ structure for highly sensitive Pb^2+^ detection was constructed recently ([@bib49]). First, cyclodextrin and gold electrode were self-assembled, then hairpin like G-rich ssDNA was modified to the electrode, which can specifically recognize Pb^2+^.The interaction of ssDNA and Pb^2+^ forms G-quadruplex/Pb^2+^ structure used for quantitative detection of Pb^2+^ through the change of electrical signal intensity. The sensor improves the signal-to-noise ratio and sensitivity. The presence of metal ions leading to structural changes of nucleic acid ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} ). The formation of G-quadruplex structure for improved sensitivity of the sensor was also successfully used for the detection of other metal ions, such as Sr^2+^, Hg^2+^ and Cu^2+^ with detection limit as low as nM level ([@bib73]; [@bib40]; [@bib34]). [@bib107] designed a DNA enzyme binding agent based on heme/G-tetramer, which was used as an in-situ amplification impedance sensor coupled with copper (II) ion and DNA enzyme. The relative standard deviation (RSD) was 8.5% and 9.1% for the same and different batches of sensors, respectively. The electrochemical biosensors are easy to use and do not need to be labeled, which is convenient for large-scale applications ([@bib56]).Fig. 4Schematic diagram of G-quadruplex based biosensor for metal ions detection. In the presence of metal ions, the nucleic acid structure changes, leading to the modifications of contact area or distance between the probe molecule and the electrode. These modifications are then converted to the electrical signal changes for metal ions detection.Fig. 4

Studies have shown that G-quadruplex and hemin form a complex, which can be used as a signal alone or as a horseradish peroxidase (HRP) to catalyze the reduction of H~2~O~2~ and generate electrochemical signals ([@bib29]). G-rich nucleic acids form G-quadruplex chains with the participation of metal ions and hemin. G-rich nucleic acids can induce the modified heme to form a G-quadruplex structure, which leads to self-assembly of heme and G-quadruplex structure. If the target detector is endonuclease, G-quadruplex structure is destroyed and the signal is changed to achieve detection ([@bib104]). [@bib34] studied a sensitive electrochemical detection method of gastric cancer exosomes based on hemin/G-quadruplex signal amplification strategy. [@bib56] reported that EAD2 (G-quadruplex structure) can also bind to Methylene blue (MB), and its binding ability is higher than ssDNA and dsDNA. This is because the structure of G-quadruplex makes it more difficult for the negatively charged \[Fe(CN)~6~\]^3-/4-^ to approach the electrode surface than ssDNA and dsDNA, thus the electrochemical response current is reduced leading to target detection. This is because the charge density of G-quadruplex/DNA is twice as high as that of unfolded ssDNA. [@bib93] reported construction of a sandwich electrochemical immunosensor by using hemin/G-quadruplex based DNAzyme concatemers as electrocatalyst and biolabels for the highly sensitive IgG1 detection. [@bib105] designed a highly sensitive thrombin sensor based on peptide enhanced hemin/G-quadruplex electrocatalysis and nanocomposite nanocarrier. G-quadruplex increases the resistance to nuclease, improves the electrochemical activity, and further amplifies the signal with nanocomposites. G-quadruplex electrochemical DNA sensors are therefore a promising area of future research. The electrochemical induction system can be used to detect thrombin. The sensors modified by G-quadruplex functional molecules can effectively screen the electroactive molecules and amplify the signal. The detection substance associated with nucleic acid causes the destruction or formation of G-quadruplex thus leading to the target detection. The application of G-quadruplex in biosensors improves the sensitivity, affinity and specificity of target detection ([@bib98]; [@bib110]).

Terminal transferase (TDT) is a template free DNA polymerase that can recognize the end of DNA3′-OH. G-quadruplex/hemin DNAzyme can act as the nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) oxidase and horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-mimicking enzyme ([@bib80]). [@bib56] reported TDT-mediated formation of G-quadruplex/hemin DNAzyme for the development of a DNA-based electrochemical biosensor, which was successfully applied for the detection of alkaline phosphatase activity. With TDT as electronic medium, heme/G-quadruplex DNAzyme nanowires as HRP analog DNAzyme, further catalyzing reduction of H~2~O~2~, thus enhancing the electrochemical response signal.

### 3.1.2. Electrochemical G-quadruplex RNA biosensor {#sec3.1.2}

Besides DNA based G-quadruplex electrochemical sensors, RNA based G-quadruplex electrochemical sensors have been also intensively studied. The principle is similar to DNA based electrochemical G-quadruplex sensors ([@bib45]). G-quadruplex based biosensors are used to detect miRNA. [@bib10] proposed a potential resolved dual signal homogeneous electrochemical strategy based on target initiation signal amplification ratio to detect target miRNA. Hairpin DNA/ssDNA/dsDNA labeled with electroactive dye was modified on indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode for accurate and effective target miRNA detection. [@bib33] reported a simple, sensitive and selective homogeneous electrochemical biosensor based on hybrid chain reaction (HCR) for the detection of miRNA. [@bib94] designed a G-quadruplex/rolling circle amplification (RCA) strategy in the presence of exosomal miRNA-21, which is triggered by a chain shift, to be used in the highly specific and sensitive electrochemical sensing of exosomal miRNA ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} ). The detection limit of electrochemical sensor was reduced to 2.75 fM for early diagnosis of cancer. Some studies have shown that 2 ′-fluoro modified RNA can detect vitamin B~12~ and methylcobalamin, with affinity constant (K~d~) of 90 nM, with high biocompatibility and sensitivity. RNA G-quadruplex can interact with other nucleic acids to identify targets and amplify signals. By technical means, the signal is indirectly amplified to improve the sensitivity of nucleic acid for trace detection ([@bib63]). It includes enzyme assisted target round (EATR) signal amplification and enzyme-free amplification. [@bib126] prepared ultra-sensitive electrochemical biosensor of microRNA-141 (miRNA-141) by double amplification strategy. Through the click chemistry mediated self-assembly of nucleic acid chain, the two cleavage sequences containing G-quadruplex were connected, and the complementary G-quadruplex and miRNA-141 formed DNA-RNA hybrid duplex for specific recognition. The double amplification sensing system shows good miRNA-141 detection in the range of 0.1 pM--100 nM with the detection limit of 7.78 fM. It has high sensitivity and analytical performance and excellent resolution. Although RNA can be used as a recognition element for detection and signal amplification, its limitations include rapid degradation by nucleases in blood ([@bib117]; [@bib1]). To solve this problem and to improve the performance of the biosensor, nucleic acid can be chemically modified.Fig. 5Schematic illustration of exosome G-quadruplex electrochemical RNA biosensor. One end of miRNAs produces a large number of G-rich sequences through DNA polymerase, while the other end hybridizes with ssDNA to anchor rolling circle amplification (RCA) products on the electrode. The RCA products are incubated with K^+^ and MB, and the signal indicator MB is embedded into the G-quadruplex structure to generate a measurable electrochemical signal ([@bib94]).Fig. 5

3.2. Optical G-quadruplex biosensor {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------

### 3.2.1. Fluorescent G-quadruplex biosensor {#sec3.2.1}

Besides G-quadruplex based electrochemical biosensor, a reliable and efficient G-quadruplex based fluorescent biosensor is also being developed. Guanine in G-quadruplex has lower oxidation, which can be used as the electron donor of a variety of fluorescence groups. After receiving electrons, the fluorescence group in the excited state generates fluorescence signals, and the fluorescence resonance transfer occurs in a variety of dyes ([@bib110]; [@bib105]). Organic fluorescent groups including crystal violet (CV) ([@bib39]), thiazole orange (TO) ([@bib59]), protoporphyrin IX (PPPIX) ([@bib122]), thioflavin T (ThT) ([@bib66]) and their analogues ([@bib37]), metal complexes such as Pt (II), IR (III) and Ru (II) complexes ([@bib104]), aggregation induced emission (AIE) substances ([@bib48]), and other groups with fluorescence properties are used as fluorescence signals for G-quadruplex biosensor. For example, the fluorescence signal of NMM itself is very weak, but can produce strong fluorescence after binding to G-quadruplex ([@bib42]; [@bib109]). TO was shown to be a good G-quadruplex selective fluorescent probe for the design of novel nucleic acid biosensor ([@bib58]). The fluorescence probe combines with G-quadruplex, and the addition of the target compound leads to the change of fluorescence signal intensity for accurate and sensitive target detection. The G-quadruplex based fluorescent DNA sensor is used to detect glucose ([@bib6]), ATP ([@bib41]), nucleic acid molecules ([@bib68]) and other substances. It uses fluorescence free labeling and the principle of fluorescence resonance energy transfer to amplify the signal and to reduce the detection limit. [@bib81] designed CdTe/CdSe quantum dots and hemin/G-quadruplex DNAzyme fluorescent biosensor for rolling cycle amplification and chain hybridization sensitive detection of lysozyme. In this biosensor, the fluorescence signal decreased with the increasing concentration of lysozyme. Fluorescence G-quadruplex sensor has also an application in the detection of H~2~O~2~. Besides detecting H~2~O~2~, H~2~O~2~ can also been used in the G-quadruplex/hemin DNAzyme for the fluorescent detection of DNA, aptamer--thrombin complexes, and probing the activity of glucose oxidase ([@bib132]). In addition, G-quadruplex/hemin DNAzyme combined signal amplifier was also used to detect other biomolecules.

### 3.2.2. Colorimetry G-quadruplex biosensor {#sec3.2.2}

In colorimetry G-quadruplex biosensors, G-quadruplex is combined with metal nanoparticles or ABTS and the color changes lead to the target detection. G-quadruplex combines with hemin to form DNAzyme with similar catalytic properties of HRP. In the structure of G-quadruplex/hemin complex, the redox reaction between hydrogen and ABTS lead to the color change and the target molecule detection. [@bib49] developed a bioluminescence sensor for cholesterol detection by using the peroxidase function of G-quadruplex structure. With the help of G-quadruplex structure, H~2~O~2~ oxidizes the achromatic ABTS^2−^ and generates green ABTS^−^ using cholesterol oxidation to generate H~2~O~2~. Cholesterol is detected due to the correlation of the intensity of the color signal with the amount of cholesterol. ([@bib70]). [@bib9] constructed a biosensor to detect ExoⅢ by using the specific function of ExoⅢ 3′ → 5′ DNA double strand, combined with the structure of G-quadruplex. Without ExoⅢ, no signal was produced as the G-quadruplex/DNA sequence was covered by its complementary chain and unable to form G-quadruplex. However, after addition of ExoⅢ, G-quadruplex forms spontaneously to generate signals for ExoⅢ detection. [@bib102], [@bib104] developed a G-quadruplex/hemin DNAzyme biosensor for nuclease S1 detection by combining the ability of nuclease S1 to cut DNA or RNA single strand with high specificity.

3.3. Other G-quadruplex biosensors {#sec3.3}
----------------------------------

G-quadruplex biosensors combining photochemical and electrochemical methods, called photoelectrochemical (PEC) biosensors have been also engineered. The change of photocurrent is caused by the recognition of analyte. These biosensors attract research interest due to the low background signal, easy miniaturization and low cost. The choice of the material of photocathode in PEC sensor was shown to be of particular importance. [@bib60] developed a novel photoelectrochemical sensor with *p-*CuBi~2~O~4~ semiconductors for disease-related proteins detection by using hemin/G-quadruplex DNAzyme on gold nanoparticles. [@bib123] designed a photoelectrochemical biosensor using CdS:Mn quantum dot-functionalized g-C3N4 nanohybrids as signal-generation tags, and DNAzyme as biocatalysts to detect prostate specific antigen. In addition, other biosensors based on G-quadruplex have also been studied, such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) G-quadruplex biosensor ([@bib73]). In this study, G-quadruplex/hemin and Au nanoparticles (NPs) were used as cooperative labels for amplified DNA sensing, aptasensing, and detection of Hg^2+^ ions. G-quadruplex/hemin-stimulated dielectric changes on the surface, as a result of recognition events, providing a readout signal for the SPR.

4. Virus detection by G-quadruplex biosensor {#sec4}
============================================

4.1. Common virus detection by G-quadruplex biosensor {#sec4.1}
-----------------------------------------------------

As G-quadruplex sequences have been identified in a number of viruses; they are promising targets of novel antiviral drugs ([@bib23]). Furthermore, G-quadruplex structure has been shown to have an impact on the whole life cycle of virus, including replication, recombination and gene expression control. G-quadruplex can be therefore used for detecting and inhibiting a whole range of viruses, such as hepatitis A virus (HAV) ([@bib61]), Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) ([@bib79]), cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) ([@bib86]), SARS-CoV ([@bib92]) and simian virus 40 (SV40) ([@bib45]). The versatility and plasticity of the G-quadruplex forming sequences allow them to be used in different types of detection tests. Several sensing strategies have been developed and combined with various sensors, such as quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), surface plasmon resonance (SPR), fluorescence, colorimetry, electrophoresis, electrochemistry, electrochemiluminescence (ECL) and field effect transistor ([@bib61]; [@bib79]; [@bib86]; [@bib92]).

4.2. SARS-CoV-2 detection by G-quadruplex biosensor {#sec4.2}
---------------------------------------------------

Coronaviruses, such as SARS-CoV and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) have caused severe epidemics in the past decades; however, the currently ongoing pandemic caused by the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 has already surpassed them by far by the number of the infected people and the economic damage ([@bib69]). The systematic analysis shows that SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV are more closely related to each other than to MERS-CoV ([@bib35]). Both, SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, are enveloped coronaviruses with a single strand RNA genome approximately 30 KB long. Nonstructural protein 3 (NSP3) of SARS-CoV is a component of viral replicase complex, which contains a domain called SARS unique domain (SUD) interacting with G-quadruplex. G-quadruplex in coronaviruses can participate in their replication and escape from the host\'s immune system ([@bib65]). A G-quadruplex-binding domain within SUD was shown to be indispensable for the activity of the SARS-CoV replication-transcription complex ([@bib44]). Since 2019, there have been large outbreaks of COVID-19 disease caused by SARS-CoV-2 in various countries with significant global impact ([@bib20]). During infection, the envelope of SARS-CoV-2 is fused with the membrane of human mucosal cells, which leads to the release of the viral genetic material into the host cell and its replication. SARS-CoV-2 then spread further to the trachea, bronchi and alveoli causing pneumonia. The main symptoms of COVID-19 patients are fever, dry cough, fatigue, shortness of breath and dyspnea ([@bib126]). SARS-CoV-2 is highly contagious and can even cause death of the infected patients. Moreover, the asymptomatic carriers of SARS-CoV-2 are also a potential risk ([@bib20]). At present, no effective vaccine is available for the treatment of COVID-19 ([@bib50]). Therefore, rapid and reliable detection of SARS-CoV-2, timely isolation of the virus carriers, blocking the spread of the virus and taking corresponding countermeasures are the key to combat COVID-19 pandemic ([@bib100]).

Spike (S) protein, matrix (M) protein, envelope (E) protein and nucleocapsid (N) on the surface of SARS-CoV-2 are the most obvious potential targets for detection and treatment of COVID-19. Angiotensin converting enzyme II (ACE2) is the receptor of SARS-CoV-2 on the surface of the host cells to which SARS-CoV-2 S protein binds with high affinity ([@bib101]).

Currently used SARS-CoV-2 detection methods include nucleic acid and serological detection. Real time reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) based on nucleic acid detection has been widely used as the gold standard diagnostic method for SARS-CoV-2 identification. Consequently, commercial RT-PCR kits are frequently used to detect SARS-CoV-2. Furthermore, the traditional RT-PCR detection method was improved to increase its scale, speed and ease of use. [@bib84] implemented large-scale ensemble RNA extraction and RT-PCR for an efficient high-throughput detection SARS-CoV-2. The conventional RT-PCR method for SARS-CoV-2 detection requiring RNA extraction step is time-consuming. To address this issue, [@bib64] developed an improved RT-PCR based method for direct SARS-CoV-2 detection, which does not require RNA extraction step and is therefore significantly faster. Another recently developed RT-PCR based method of SARS-CoV-2 detection is reverse transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification (RT-LAMP) ([@bib129]). Furthermore, a colorimetric detection assay was adapted to RT-LAMP method to increase its throughput.

Work over the last months led also to the development of improved methods for serological SARS-CoV-2 detection. Notably, serological detection of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies takes less time than nucleic acid detection. [@bib115] developed a combined IgG-IgM immunochromatographic method for rapid, hypersensitive and highly specific detection of SARS-CoV-2 labeled with gold nanoparticles. The combination of IgM and IgG antibody immunoassay can be used as an important auxiliary diagnostic method of patients infected with SARS-CoV-2.

SARS-CoV-2 detection using biosensors is an exciting new area of research. [@bib88] reported engineering of a biosensor based on field effect transistor (FET) for detecting SARS-CoV-2 in clinical samples. The sensor is produced by coating specific antibody against S protein of SARS-CoV-2 on graphene sheet of FET. This device uses a highly sensitive COVID-19 immunodiagnostic method which does not require sample pretreatment or labeling.

Targeting G-quadruplex structures appears to be a promising alternative method for SARS-CoV-2 detection ([@bib119]). [@bib15] showed that based on aptamer probe ligation test, SARS-CoV-2 can be detected and its genotype can be effectively determined. This method is simple and does not require the nucleic acid extraction step.

Recently, we have identified 25 putative G-quadruplex-forming sequences (PQSs) in the genome of SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib35]). The identified PQSs are located in the open reading frames of ORF1ab, spike (S), ORF3a, membrane (M) and nucleocapsid (N) genes of SARS-CoV-2. The PQSs located in S and N genes are of particular interest. S protein binds to the ACE2 receptor on the surface of the host cells and plays an important role in internalization of the virus into the host cell ([@bib126]). Based on SARS-CoV research, N protein of SARS-CoV-2 can be involved in the transcription, replication and RNA packaging ([@bib69]).

The top-ranked PQSs (13385/PQS: 5′-GGUAUGUGGAAAGGUUAUGG-3′ and 24268/PQS: 5′-GGCUUAUAGGUUUAAUGGUAUUGG-3′) identified in our study were shown to form RNA G-quadruplex structures *in vitro* by multiple spectroscopic assays. Furthermore, microscale thermophoresis revealed a direct interaction of the SARS-CoV-2 G-quadruplex structures with viral helicase (nsp13). Molecular docking modelling suggests that nsp13 distorts the G-quadruplex structure by allowing the guanine bases to be flipped away from the guanine quartet planes, thus facilitating their unfolding ([@bib35]).

Some of the identified SARS-CoV-2 PQSs are well conserved in a wide range of other members of the Coronaviridae, while two top-ranked PQSs were strongly conserved only in the narrow range of Coronaviruses ([@bib35]). Besides serving as potential targets for antiviral treatment against SARS-CoV-2, RNA G-quadruplex sequences identified in SARS-CoV-2 could be also used in the biosensors for the detection of viral helicase protein nsp13 of SARS-CoV-2.

5. Development prospect of G-quadruplex biosensor {#sec5}
=================================================

G-quadruplex structures have a number of features suitable for novel biosensors. These include thermodynamic and chemical stability, non-immunogenicity, high specificity of interaction with the target, ease of manufacturing and storage, and the unique folding properties leading to different conformations, which can recognize specific targets, including proteins ([@bib38]), viruses ([@bib75]) and bacteria ([@bib85]). Consequently, a large number of G-quadruplex have been developed and applied in treatment, administration and diagnosis. G-quadruplex can be directly used as therapeutic drugs, including anticoagulants ([@bib2]), anticancer and antiviral agents ([@bib17]; [@bib75]). Most of the developed G-quadruplex have not been applied in biosensors yet and particularly the number of the engineered electrochemical G-quadruplex biosensors is low. However, we believe that G-quadruplex structures have a great potential to be used in biosensors.

AS1411 is one of the G-rich DNA nucleic acids in clinical trials for cancer treatment. Under certain conditions, it forms an antiparallel G-quadruplex structure with intramolecular interaction mode, which has high thermodynamic and chemical stability, and resistance to nuclease degradation ([@bib111]). AS1411 has been used in biosensors to efficiently and specifically detect Cu^2+^ ([@bib90]). In the fluorescent biosensor, the combination of AS1411 and Cu^2+^ hinders the hybridization between AS1411 and the complex, and the combination of AS1411 with the complementary chain without Cu^2+^ leads to the weakening of fluorescence signal and the highly sensitive detection of Cu^2+^. Based on the specificity of AS1411 biomolecule binding, this can be used to detect cancer cell markers according to the signal changes resulting from G-quadruplex reaction or structural change after binding. Modified and applied in biosensor, it can generate electrical, optical and other signals for the highly sensitive and selective detection. Other G-rich AS1411 nucleic acid analogues developed for anticancer therapy can also be used in biosensors for detecting biomolecules, chemical molecules, ions and enzymes ([@bib72]).

Series of G-quadruplex sequences have been derived for different targets, such as anticoagulant thrombin binding aptamer (TBA) ([@bib77]), antiviral agent G-quadruplex aptamer (ISIS5320) ([@bib130]), G-quadruplex aptamer targeting ATP ([@bib91]), and HIV-1 G-quadruplex aptamers ([@bib130]). Moreover, multiple G-quadruplex sequences were developed for a target, which share sequence similarity. Many of these G-quadruplex sequences were still not incorporated into biosensors. Compared to other biosensors, G-quadruplex biosensor has a number of advantages, such as high affinity, stability and easy regeneration ([@bib36]). The three-dimensional folding ability of G-quadruplex after combining with the target allows simple and direct detection ([@bib91]).

6. Summary and conclusions {#sec6}
==========================

In this review, we showed that the unique folding properties of G-quadruplex enable to recognize a wide range of targets, including proteins, viruses and bacteria. Compared with monoclonal antibodies, G-quadruplex structures have a number of advantages, such as simple scaffold, smaller volume, no immunogenicity, and reversibility of action. Furthermore, they are easy to manufacture and store. G-quadruplex structures are powerful alternatives to antibodies in targeted therapy, *in vitro* and *in vivo* diagnostics and biomarker testing. In a biosensor, G-quadruplex is used for the signal conversion and detection is achieved by DNA structure modification when G-quadruplex combines with the tested object. Furthermore, G-quadruplex can be combined with the adapter for specific target recognition and the signal can be amplified to improve the sensitivity and reduce the detection limit.

G-quadruplex structure has an impact on the whole life cycle of viruses, including replication, recombination and gene expression. G-quadruplex based biosensors can be therefore used for the detection of a broad spectrum of viruses. G-quadruplex structures have been recently identified in SARS-CoV-2 genome and besides serving as targets of antiviral drugs, they can be used in biosensors for SARS-CoV-2 detection.

7. Future perspectives {#sec7}
======================

Compared with the traditional probes, G-quadruplex has a number of advantages, including smaller size, simpler synthesis and easier modification. Signal amplification can further improve sensitivity and detection limit of the biosensor. Although G-quadruplex biosensor has many advantages, some obstacles still remain: (I) The preparation and screening of suitable G-quadruplex molecules as probes. (II) The biological complexity of samples. (III) The further improvement of sensitivity and selectivity of G-quadruplex. In the future research, (I) The application of G-quadruplex in electrochemical sensor should be studied in detail as G-quadruplex structure modifications can generate different electrical signal levels for detection of specific targets. (II) The affinity of G-quadruplex to specific targets should be explored to generate stronger signals. (III) New methods to avoid G-quadruplex degradation by nucleases should be explored. (IV) Biosensors should be developed where G-quadruplex can be used as both the conversion and the recognition element. (V) G-quadruplex based biosensors with improved characteristics, such as low cost, simple operation, miniaturization and higher affinity, specificity and sensitivity should be developed.

Currently, COVID-19 still remains a global threat. Development of the G-quadruplex based biosensor for the fast and efficient SARS-CoV-2 detection is therefore of a great importance. The surface protein of SARS-CoV-2, potential target for the detection and treatment of this virus, can be recognized by the unique spatial structure of G-quadruplex. The selected G-quadruplex sequences, as recognition elements, can be combined with other signal molecules to engineer different types of biosensors, where SARS-CoV-2 is detected by reading electrochemical, florescent or colorimetry signal changes. G-quadruplex based biosensors have the potential to replace the antibody-based detection and to improve the diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 and other pathogens.
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